
 

Electra Mining 2018 will once again see Astore Keymak a member of the Hudaco Group and a leading 

supplier of the most comprehensive range of thermoplastic pipe fittings, valves and pipeline 

accessories in all recognised materials as well as plastic welding equipment showcase its range of high 

quality products suited for a variety of industries utilising pressured pipe systems.  

According to Managing Director of ASTORE KEYMAK (Pranesh Maniraj), “operating in a resilient 

market, Astore Keymak understand the importance of constantly keeping abreast of the latest trends 

in product innovation and technology to ensure our product offerings are in alignment with the 

market needs”. 

While the focus for Electra Mining will be on the distinct product ranges comprising high quality pipes, 

fittings, semi-finished products, compression fittings, saddles, valves as well as irrigation hoses and 

accessories, Astore will also be engaging in a few on stand interactive demonstrations including butt 

welding, socket fusion and elecrofusion. This will afford visitors the opportunity to understand the 

process behind jointing methods which is pivotal to the long-term success of a pipeline solution.  

Exhibiting at Electra Mining is one of the platforms that allow ASTORE KEYMAK to engage with 

long-standing partners in showcasing the wide range of high quality products that is available to the 

end-user. Electra Mining 2018 will be earmarked by significant milestones for two of the company’s 

partners.  

AGRU, Astore’s largest international manufacturer/supplier of Thermoplastic Pipes and Fittings will be 

showcasing their large variety of PVC pipes, pipe fittings and Semi Finished products.  FIP another of 

Astore’s strategic partners and leading manufacturer/supplier of Industrial Thermoplastic valves will 

be showcasing their most comprehensive and extensive range of valves to date. During the exhibition, 

stand visitors can expect to engage with product and technical experts who will be in a position to 

discuss the significant benefits, features and applications of the products.  

Mr Maniraj further added “having been in business for over 30 years Astore Keymak, prides itself in 

being well-positioned with the necessary skills, technical expertise, partnerships and products to 

deliver a high quality sustainable solution to our clients. We are always eager and committed to 

participating in industry events like Electra Mining to ensure we are maximising the opportunities that 

exist to grow our company and the industry”. 

 

 


